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As a side note, LabVIEW originally shipped with support for very high speed line controllers, which used standard PCI
Express cards. Unfortunately, the line controllers used a proprietary PCI interface, and so, due to them being so

advanced, they took three years to be released by National Instruments. So, back in the day, I was able to use the
line controllers, with configuration files written in LabVIEW that could call assembly routines (that were part of
LabVIEW) to generate and configure the I/O needed to communicate with these systems. The path eventually

followed was to release the API that LabVIEW originally used to access the line controllers. It would later become the
LabVIEW Graphics Interface (known as VGI). This eventually evolved into a library of graphics drivers that some

programmers could use to program to a variety of graphics interface architectures. It worked because, at that time,
GGI was released and it was simply used to call GGI driver code. Thus, with the right drivers, anyone can use

LabVIEW to call GGI, which can then access a variety of graphics systems. So, with the release of VGI came the
release of LabVIEW Graphics Engine (LGE), which could be used to access the graphics drivers. So, anyone could

create systems based on the graphics drivers, or their related components. LGE originally used cached VGI memory
frames. This worked great for simple use cases. It usually still worked for 3D systems because they did not require

the large datasets that needed to be presented. LGE also supports all versions of GGI because, at that time, LGE was
backwards compatible with all previous releases of VGI. So, if a programmer had previously used LGE to program
GGI, the graphics data could be copied directly to the VGI memory subsystem, and the programmers VGI program

would just work.
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The I2C write() function in the Arduino libraries is really just bad coding. The right approach would be to use
read_byte() and write_byte(). In fact, you could use the library for all sorts of fun! How about PWM at 500 kHz, or
even 1 MHz, without getting OCD? Thats the beauty of bit banging. Modern microcontrollers have free running
timers, so you can do things like toggle a pin value, by checking every (say) 100 nS if the pin is HIGH or LOW (a

popular technique for I/O PWM, or for a one shot cycle). In fact, many digital-to-analog converters, (such as the ones
used in this system) have automatic control of PWM duty cycle, based on level. The person who started working on
the open source community creating compilers and interfacing with these chips was probably motivated by the fact
that nothing was ever done with it, instead of realizing that this is an awesome project. Those of us who do work in
the open source community, even if we dont love the pi the way others do, know that there is more potential for

really awesome stuff, and its just a matter of time before we make a difference there, and it might be our own babies
we are screwing up. If you dont believe me, see the people working on making the pi great, they sure dont love it,
but they are the ones who are going to do something good about it. This has happened, because we didnt take the
time to learn that what we had was both too powerful, but also too weak, and that it wasnt really worth the effort to
turn it into something huge. It gets you to do something it never should have gotten you to do. So, why would we
make a modern equivalent to that. There is nothing to say the entire world couldnt continue to just use Linux and

scopes, and the gcc verilog, etc, etc, compilers to deal with coding the logic. 5ec8ef588b
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